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LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

By the end of our day and a half 
session, you will be able to answer 
the questions: 

What does it mean for me to be 
an authentic and inclusive leader?

What strategies can I use to 
enhance my leadership? 

How can I evaluate and expand 
my strategic relationships? 

What does a leader do?

Who am I as a leader?
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1
What is Leadership?

2
What We Need from Leaders

3
Authentic Leadership

4
Inclusive Leadership

5
Connected Leadership

AGENDA
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Getting to Know You
Introductions

• Name

• Job/Company

• One word that describes who you really are 
when you are at your best

Please share a short introduction with the group:
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Getting to Know You
Introductions

In your box, please add one word that describes who you really are when you are at your best:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sami Aboulhosn Virginia Barry Allison Barlotta Shane Anderson-Skeete Hope Cothran Cindi Chmielewski Nathan Brill

Anne Marie Farley Connie Chang Jim Chen Julisa Edwards Tammy Daub Andria Hill Robyn Burrows

Danielle Hart Jennifer Dill Syeda Maghrabi Taryn Fielder Susan Duarte Monique Kadnar Victoria Ortega 

Ryan Kiernan Miguel Dominguez Lara Neumark Tracy Locklin Darryl Franklin Sandeep Kathuria Lamiya Rahman

Ogechi Muotoh Sam Hawley Song Volk Suzanne Marisa Scott Walker Adam Lichtenstein Megan Wood 

Adele Navarrete Inga Rubin Nathaniel Wilson Erum Mirza Megan Whitney Rob Lloyd Stephanie Harden
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Worst Leader Ever!

Think about a person you have known or seen who was a 
terrible leader.

What is the WORST leadership you have experienced?

• What made them so bad?

• Which of their key traits 
stood out to you?

• What did they do to 
demonstrate awful 
leadership?
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Traits of Terrible Leaders



Characteristics of an Effective Leader

Think about a person you consider to be an outstanding leader, 
no matter what their position or title. 

What is the BEST leadership you have experienced?

• What made them a great 
leader?

• Which of their key traits 
stood out to you?

• What did they do to 
demonstrate strong 
leadership?
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Traits of Great Leaders



Leadership and Management

• May or may not be a leader

• Executes mission

• More tactical

• May or may not inspire others

• Policy and Procedure

• Emphasizes rationality and control

• Seeks to work within and preserve 
existing corporate structures

• Typically a link in the corporate chain 
of command

• You manage work

• A Job

• May or may not be a manager

• Defines mission

• More strategic

• Must inspire followers

• Vision and Strategy

• Emphasizes innovation

• May be less concerned with preserving 
existing structures

• Typically operates with relative 
independence

• You lead people

• A Choice

LEADER MANAGER
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What We Need from Leaders
Group Activity

With your group, complete the following chart:

NEEDS STRATEGIES

What does today’s workforce expect 
and need from leaders? What do you 
need from your leaders? 

How can today’s leaders provide 
what others need? Identify at least 
one strategy that could be used for 
each need on the list.

1) 1)

2) 2)

3) 3)

… …
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What We Need from Leaders 
in Times of Uncertainty

WHAT PEOPLE NEED LEADER RESPONSES

Stability
Plan and prepare. Be accessible and available – a stable presence –
even in urgent moments.

Knowledge
Allow questions. Keep up to date. Share objective information clearly 
and quickly.  Update constantly. 

Understanding
Be compassionate and kind. Model composed vulnerability. Give 
people the benefit of the doubt more than usual.  Ensure staff 
members know about their mental health benefits.

Flexibility
Be adaptive and responsive.  Orient toward solutions (rather than 
blame) when facing unexpected challenges and staff mistakes.

Connection and Belonging
Communicate frequently.  Create social events – whether virtual or in-
person. Engage with local groups and organizations to offer support 
and keep presence in the community.

Authenticity and Truth-Telling
Be candid about losses and uncertainties rather than downplaying 
current difficulties.

Recognition
Show appreciation and personally give thanks to individuals and 
groups who have helped others or dealt with a lot. 
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What the World Needs:

AUTHENTIC
INCLUSIVE

CONNECTED
LEADERS
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected

1

2

3

4

5

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story (including your 
leadership brand) and invite ongoing story development.

Accept yourself at a deep level, rather than allowing arrogance or 
imposter concerns to distract or derail you.

See, value, learn from, and honor others.

Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.

Contribute yourself generously to your network.
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AUTHENTIC
LEADERSHIP
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Authentic leadership means:

You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the 
evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to 
contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that 
you have something to share, rather than 
a worry that you have something to prove.

AUTHENTIC 
LEADERSHIP
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. 
Own your story (including your brand) 
and invite ongoing story development.

1
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POLL 
TIME!
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Authoring My Leadership

How Others See MeHow I See Myself

Leadership Begins with and Emerges from Self-Awareness

o Non-negotiable Values

o Communication/Work Style

o Strengths/Weaknesses

o Motivations

o Professional Competencies

o Social Skills

o Social and Cultural Identity

o Personality Leanings & Tendencies
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What are my leanings?

• How do I make decisions?

• Do I tend to take or avoid risks?

• How do I react to change?

• Do I tend to be optimistic or pessimistic?

• Am I more often proactive or reactive?
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What Makes a Self

Source: Gardenswartz & Rowe, Diverse 
Teams at Work (2nd Edition, SHRM, 2003)
*Internal Dimensions and External 
Dimensions are adapted from Marilyn Loden 
and Judy Rosener, Workforce America! 
(Business One Irwin, 1991) 21



YOU

Social and Cultural Identities
Identity Map Activity
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Social and Cultural Identities
Sample Identity Map

Karen

Cisgender
Female

White
US-born citizen

Doctoral 
Student

Mother Multilingual, 
Multicultural 

Thinker

Leader/Teacher
/Coach

Tender-Tough 
Girl from the 

Projects

Business Owner
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Elements of Identity
• Genetic and social background

• Cultures within which you work and live

• Personality traits and lived experience
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What are some of the key elements of your identity?



My Authentic Self
Partner Activity

• Which aspects of my identity are 
figural or important for me? 

• Which ones are often missed or 
not seen by others?

• How can I bring those important 
aspects of identity forward if I 
want to? 

With your partner, answer the questions:
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To Be Our Authentic Selves 

Leverage our talents 
in a thoughtful and 
strategic way to 
produce meaningful 
impact

Recognize and mitigate 
blocks to our 
effectiveness, especially 
internal blocks that can 
stop us in our tracks

TALENTS BLOCKS

As authentic leaders, we:
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected

Accept yourself at a deep level, rather 
than allowing arrogance or imposter 
concerns to distract or derail you.

2
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View of Self

Underinflated Overinflated
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Self-Doubt and Self-Appreciation
Group Discussion

• What are the benefits of having some 
self-doubt?

• What are the benefits of believing you 
deserve your successes?

• How do you know when you've gone too 
far and fallen into an exaggerated or 
undeserved view of self - either overly 
negative (imposter) or overly positive 
(arrogance)?

Answer the following questions:
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You may be falling into arrogance if you:

• brag a lot

• don’t listen to others

• demean or blame others when 
things go wrong

• are not open to feedback

• don’t give credit to others 

• interrupt and talk over others

• have many relationships that feel 
superficial

• need continual validation from others

How to Spot Arrogance
Confidence emerges from an accurate self-assessment; arrogance from a faulty one.  
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Arrogant or Confident?

“There’s a thin line between confidence and arrogance. It’s called humility. 
Confidence smiles. Arrogance smirks.” 

~ Unknown
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Tools to combat arrogance:

• Recognize and remove zero-sum-
game, competitive thinking where 
you think only one person can “win” 
or be successful.

• Focus on the value others bring and 
respect their unique contributions.

• Create opportunities for others to 
shine. Offer honest compliments.

• Intentionally use open body 
language in conversations.

• Watch out for and shift one-right-
way thinking.

• Be mortal. Admit when you are 
wrong without being devastated.

• Admit and ask for what you need.

• Engage a trusted colleague or friend 
who will offer you accurate feedback.

• Balance bragging with humble 
comments about self.

• Listen more. Speak Less.

Personal Antidotes to 
Arrogance
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Imposter Syndrome

• The unsubstantiated belief that 
you are underqualified for your 
professional position, that 
accomplishments are achieved 
not through genuine ability, but 
because you are lucky

• Persistent self-doubt and fear of 
being exposed as a fraud or 
imposter, despite evidence of 
success

What is the 
imposter 
syndrome?
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65%

A 2021 study found that 
65% of professionals today 
experience the Imposter 
Phenomenon.

Women and 
underrepresented groups 
appear to experience the 
Imposter Phenomenon at 
higher rates.

Source: InnovateMR market research, 2021

Imposter Syndrome
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Imposter Syndrome

“If you expect yourself to be more than pretty good 
before making the choice to lead, you’ll never get there. 
No one person could possibly stay on top of everything. 
But the myth of the complete leader (and the attendant 
fear of appearing incompetent) makes many executives 
try to do just that, exhausting themselves and damaging 
their organizations in the process.”

-- “In Praise of the Incomplete Leader” 
by Deborah Ancona, Thomas Malone, HBR
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The imposter syndrome is fueled by limiting beliefs.

“If it’s not 100% perfect, it’s a total failure.”

“I should be able to take care of everything by myself.”

“I don’t know enough about the topic and will never master it.”

“I should be able manage all of my priorities at all times.”

“I wasn’t born smart, and I’ll never be.” 

Imposter Syndrome
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THE PERFECTIONIST

THE NATURAL GENIUS

THE RUGGED INDIVIDUALIST

THE EXPERT

THE SUPERWOMAN/MAN

Imposter Syndrome Beliefs
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POLL 
TIME!
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THE PERFECTIONIST:

THE NATURAL GENIUS:

THE RUGGED INDIVIDUALIST:

Imposter Syndrome Beliefs

a focus on HOW something is done with precise right and wrong ways of doing things; 
need the A+ (not the A) and may feel shame if unsuccessful (unlike non-perfectionists 
who feel okay about themselves if they do not succeed even if disappointed)

a fixed mindset that sees intelligence and ability as innate (not developable). 
When success does not come easily and quickly, you are at risk of being a fraud. 

a belief that the only competence that matters is the result of solo, unaided 
achievement, that one should not need help. Burnout and exhaustion are a 
common result. 
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Imposter Syndrome Beliefs

a belief that you must be a master or expert before moving forward, a focus on 
how much knowledge or skill you have, coupled with a belief that you can never 
have enough. 

the belief that you should be able to juggle multiple demands simultaneously and 
masterfully with a focus on how many things you can handle at once. 

THE EXPERT:

THE SUPERWOMAN/MAN:
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Imposter Syndrome Beliefs
Partner Activity

• Which of these belief patterns have I 
fallen into?

• What has the cost of those beliefs been 
to me and my effectiveness?

• What have I done to mitigate the power 
and impact of these beliefs, if anything?

With your partner, answer the following questions:
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Negative Impacts of the 
Imposter Syndrome

• Opt out or hold back if you feel you don’t have enough 
experience, expertise, or ability to do something perfectly.

• Erode or further erode your sense of your own identity, 
dignity, and worth.

• Exhaust yourself by working harder and longer hours than 
others – then burnout or get sick.

• Overdo it with never-ending training and education.

• Get angry or resentful – toward self or others.

• What else?

As you fall into imposter syndrome dynamics, you may:
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Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome

How can we diminish its power?

BE 
GROUNDED

BE 
REALISTIC

BE 
PATIENT

• Right-size unrealistic 
standards of competence.

• Trust what you DO know 
rather than focusing only 
on what you don’t.

• Track and measure what 
you have done well.

• Maintain balanced 
perspective, considering 
positives and negatives.

• Breathe and get 
grounded. 

• Use mindfulness and 
breath awareness 
techniques.

• Get your body involved! 
(Engage in expansive 
power poses à la Amy 
Cuddy.)

• Drop expectations for 
overnight success and 
mastery. Engage self-
compassion.

• Embrace apprenticeship 
and the learning that 
emerges from mistakes. 

• Appreciate where you are 
without over-focusing on 
improvement and 
education.
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Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome

How can we diminish its power?

BE 
FUTURE-FOCUSED

BE
POSITIVE

BE 
SUPPORTED

• Dispute negative 
thinking.

• Build positive emotions, 
especially optimism and 
hope.

• Use positive self-talk.

• Adopt a growth (rather 
than fixed) mindset.

• Focus on what you are 
learning or could learn. 
Remember, we are all 
always a work in 
progress.

• Make visualizing success 
a habit.

• Acknowledge the areas 
where you could use 
some support.

• Ask for what you need.

• Expand your network. 

• Ensure your environment 
supports positive growth. 
Take action to make 
systemic changes when 
needed.
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Imposter Syndrome

“No leader is perfect.  
The best ones don’t try to be—
they concentrate on their 
strengths and find others who 
can make up for their 
limitations.”  

-- “In Praise of the Incomplete Leader” 
by Deborah Ancona, Thomas Malone, HBR
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Action Items for your
AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP

1. Take time to learn from your life story.

2. Know your authentic self.

3. Practice your values and principles.

4. Balance your intrinsic and extrinsic motivations.

5. Build your support team.

6. Integrate your life by staying grounded.

7. Empower others to lead.

Source:  Discovering Your Authentic Leadership by Bill George, Peter Sims, 
Andrew McLean, and Diana Mayer, Harvard Business Review, February 2007.
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INCLUSIVE 
LEADERSHIP
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…the more other-aware you can be

…the more space you can make for others

…the more you invite and enable 
authenticity from those around you

AUTHENTIC leaders need to be  
INCLUSIVE leaders!

The more self-aware you are…

The more you accept yourself…

The more authentic you are 
with self and others…
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INCLUSIVE 
LEADERSHIP

An inclusive leader is one who:

Takes a collaborative and facilitative 
approach, not command and control. 

Operates transparently rather than behind 
closed doors. 

Is culturally agile, not tied to their own 
worldview.

Is able to fully embrace and leverage the
vast diversity of today’s workforces.

Can create a safe space, where people 
feel accepted and empowered to give 
the best of their talents.

Source:  Korn Ferry, The 5 Disciplines of Inclusive 
Leaders: Unleashing the Power of All of Us 50



5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected

See, value, learn from, and honor others.
3
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Being Inclusive
Being inclusive means you aren’t just inviting people to the party 
(not just getting numbers of people in the door); 

you are asking them 
to dance.

Source:  Adapted from the work of Verna Myers
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Inclusive Leadership

“Human potential is unleashed 
when we feel we belong.”

– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive

How do you create a sense of belonging?
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Inclusive Culture

• A sense of belonging

• Psychological safety

• A boss who believes in me and 
supports my development

• Diverse contributions that are 
welcomed and respected

• Awareness of unconscious bias and 
efforts to stop its impact

• Systems and processes that create 
opportunity for success for all

What is present 
in an inclusive 
culture? 
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Why This Matters

Why does creating an 
inclusive culture matter 
for you as a leader?
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Why does creating an inclusive culture matter most for you as a leader?

To improve the culture 
and reputation of an 
office or organization

To reduce 
workplace stress

To invite talents 
to be exercised

To enhance creative 
problem-solving

To increase staff 
engagement

Other reasons: (type here)

(Place check marks in the boxes below)



– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive

The Inclusive Leader Model

Source:  Korn Ferry, The 5 Disciplines of 
Inclusive Leaders: Unleashing the Power 
of All of Us 57



– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive

Inclusive Leaders

Source:  Korn Ferry, The 5 Disciplines of 
Inclusive Leaders: Unleashing the Power 
of All of Us

Competencies They Use:
1. Builds interpersonal trust

2. Integrates diverse perspectives

3. Optimizes talent

4. Applies an adaptive mindset

5. Achieves transformation

Internal Traits They Possess:
1. Authenticity

2. Emotional Resilience

3. Self-assurance

4. Inquisitiveness

5. Flexibility
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive

Subtle Acts of Exclusion

Subtle acts of exclusion, sometimes called 
microaggressions or microinvalidations, 

are everyday slights rooted in bias.
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POLL 
TIME!
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84%

A McKinsey study found 
that 84% of respondents 
experienced workplace 
microaggressions.

Source:  Understanding Organizational Barriers to a More 
Inclusive Workplace, McKinsey & Company, June 2020.

Subtle Acts of Exclusion
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Examples of Subtle Acts of 
Exclusion and Invalidation

Making assumptions 
based on demographics

Preferential treatment 
of some

Using exclusionary or 
biased language 

Not engaging with 
someone

Not making eye contact 
or the opposite - staring

Limiting the topics of 
conversation

Holding lower 
expectations

Ascribing intelligence or 
ability in the context of 

group membership

Not acknowledging 
difference or its impact
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Reminders of Difference

“More insidious than those moments of 
outright hostility, though, and maybe more 
powerful, are the constant, low-level 
reminders that you're different. Many of us

– Celeste Ng, Everything I Never Told You.

feel different in some way, but it's really jarring when one 
of your differences is obvious at a glance—other people 
can tell you're different simply by looking at you . . . Even 
when you feel like you belong, other people's reactions—
even stares and offhand remarks—can make you feel that 
you don't, startlingly often.” 
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Creating Safety & Opportunity in the Real World
Group Case Study Activity

• Where might unconscious bias be playing out? 

• What would be an inclusive way to respond to 
the situations that follow? 

• What might you do if you faced this situation?

With your group, answer these questions about the case studies:
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive

Inclusive Leadership Case Studies

Case Study 
#1

At the end of a public presentation, the highest-ranking person in 
the room approached the experienced presenter and said, “Wow. 
It’s so good that someone your age is doing things like this. It must 
keep you young.”

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do 
if you were the presenter? If you were a witness?
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can ThriveCase Study 

#2

During a meeting, Pat – who rarely speaks during meetings – began 
to share details about a report she had read that morning when Dan 
jumped in and made a relevant and interesting point and then 
continued to give additional details about his point.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?

Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can ThriveCase Study 

#3

A Chinese colleague of yours, Qi, approached you privately and 
shared that she is feeling uncertain about whether she is in the right 
job, explaining that no one interacts with her or asks for her input in 
Zoom meetings. She’s worried that her accent may be a problem or 
maybe she just isn’t experienced enough for this job.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?

Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can ThriveCase Study 

#4

You’re brought into a meeting where the team presents a plan for a 
new project that they are ready to launch. Although they are at the 
end of the project planning process, someone told them they had to 
“get the attorneys involved,” so they called you. When you explain 
that they will not be able to do some of what they’d planned, one of 
the managers says “Ugh, you attorneys! You always say no!” with a 
half-smile. You are frustrated that in-house attorneys are still 
perceived in this way.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?

Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can ThriveCase Study 

#5

Janelle is a new colleague on your team and one of only a few 
African American employees. After she was hired, you were 
surprised by how quickly your manager left Janelle to fend for 
herself, since the onboarding process is usually more robust. One of 
your peers complains to you that Janelle has been asking a lot of 
questions and may not have the right education or background for 
the job.
Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?

Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can ThriveCase Study 

#6

For the third time this month, you overhear a coworker say to George 
“Thank you for working late for me again so I can get home to my 
family. I know you don’t have any kids so I hope it isn’t a problem.” 
You know that George is a compassionate guy who wants to help 
others, but you worry that this may be affecting his work-life balance 
and stress levels.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?

Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can ThriveCase Study 

#7

You are manager of a project team of six, working to improve 
leadership development in your organization. You notice that the 
two most extroverted people on the team do most of the talking in 
meetings and seem to drive decisions. While these two have a lot of 
good ideas and give a lot of time to the effort, you wonder if 
everyone else feels they have been given enough opportunity for 
input.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?

Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive 
Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of 
Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive

Levels of Inclusive Leadership

ORGANIZATIONAL

INTERPERSONAL

PERSONAL
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Inclusive Leadership: What Can I Do?
Group Activity

• Identify specific actions you can take to 
create an inclusive culture, focusing on 
the level you have been assigned:  
personal, interpersonal, or organizational.
o Group 1: Personal 
o Group 2: Personal
o Group 3: Interpersonal
o Group 4: Interpersonal
o Group 5: Organizational
o Group 6: Organizational
o Group 7: Your choice!

With your group, complete the following:
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Action Items for your
INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP

1. Focus on internal dynamics (personal), interactions and 
relationships (interpersonal), AND systems and processes 
(organizational).

2. Get real. Acknowledge real problems, set real goals, and 
deliver real consequences (like Janet Stovall).

4. Work to recognize unconscious bias and its impact at work – and to dismantle it.

3. Identify blatant and subtle acts of exclusion and take steps to eliminate them.

5. Engage in conversations for understanding with people who are different from you.

6. Be humble and extend grace, rather than assuming negative intent.

7. Ask questions to get others’ input and to learn about them. 
Listen to the answers.

8. Invite and welcome diverse others into projects, pushing 
beyond your comfort zone in order to extend your network, 
creativity, and impact. 
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CONNECTED 
LEADERSHIP
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Authentic and inclusive leaders 
need others in order to…

• be able to understand themselves

• be effective in their work

• fill gaps when needed

• serve a broader audience through 
a strong network

AUTHENTIC and INCLUSIVE leaders 
need to be CONNECTED leaders!
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A connected leader is one who:

Builds a professional network of friends, peers, 
advisors, advocates, mentors, colleagues, 
academic connections, associations, and others.

Sees their network as a responsibility and 
function of leadership.

Ensures that their professional network is 
broad, diverse, and supportive of operational, 
personal, and strategic goals.

Tends to nurture their network to keep 
connections alive and current.

Recognizes that a network is as much a vehicle 
for giving as it is one for receiving.

CONNECTED 
LEADERSHIP
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POLL 
TIME!
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected

Expand your experience and your network 
beyond your comfort zone.

4
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Connected Leadership

Why do you need a 
professional network 
as a leader?
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Purpose and Use 
of a Professional Network

• To get future jobs

• To be invited to join projects

• To find people for jobs and projects

• To stay up-to-date professionally

• To extend your list of advisors

• To serve as an advisor to others

• To support a cause you believe in

• To engage in activities you enjoy

• To meet people 

• To build trust and stronger relationships

• To find and keep clients, make sales

• To save time and money

• To spur creativity

• To get support

• To give support 

• To connect others to one another

NETWORK
81



But I Hate Networking!

• Remember that the relationship comes first. 
Drop all expectations.

• Focus on people who share something in 
common with you.

• Be relaxed. Approach new contacts with the ease 
of meeting with a friend.

• Leverage technology. Reach out via social 
networks like LinkedIn. 

• Look for opportunities to contribute your talents 
and expertise.

• Be confident; know you have something to offer.

• Be curious. Ask thoughtful, intriguing questions.

• Thank them. Stay in touch. Stay top-of-mind.

• Be consistent.

Tips for 
Networking 
with Ease

Source: Adapted from 6 Networking Tips When You 
Don’t Have a Big Network, Jamie Carlstedt, 2020
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected

Contribute yourself generously to 
your network.

5
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The Difference You Can Make

Networks should be mutually beneficial and interesting. 

It’s not just about 
what you can get. 

It’s about what 
you can give. 
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Strategic Networking:
Getting & Giving

WHAT I WANT TO GET

 Connect people to each other
 Offer my authentic leadership
 Contribute original ideas
 Lend an ear or a helping hand
 Share data or research
 Reduce others’ workloads
 Make recommendations
 Invite diverse perspectives
 Provide guidance and advice
 Encourage others’ success
 Help others brainstorm
 Find creative solutions
 Offer feedback
 Show appreciation and gratitude
 Provide training or education
 Other :  _______________________________

WHAT I HAVE TO GIVE

 Find collaborators for: ___________________
 Learn a specific skill like: _________________
 Get guidance on: _______________________
 Learn about opportunities like:  ___________
 Get information about: __________________
 Receive feedback on:  ___________________
 Develop a project or idea like:  ____________
 Find people who can help with: ___________
 Get advice on: _________________________
 Get a specific job like: ___________________
 Connect on similar interests like:  __________
 Gain visibility with:  _____________________
 Get invited to:  _________________________
 Be respected for: _______________________
 Stay current on: ________________________
 Other:  _______________________________

I want to: I can:
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The 3 Forms of Networking

Source: “How Leaders Create and Use Networks,” 
Harvard Business Review, January 2007 86



My Professional Network
Mind Map Activity

• Draw a mind map of your current 
network connections.

• Include operational, personal, and/or 
strategic contacts.

• Make note of any gaps where you want/ 
need a connection but don’t have one.

To analyze your existing network, create a mind map.
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YOU

My Professional Network
Mind Map Activity

Task force/ 
special project 
team

Academic 
Institution

XYZ Client 
Organization

ABC  
Membership 
Association

Former 
Employer

Sally Smith

John Jones

DC Chapter

National 
Office Board 

Members

Engineers

Designers

Doctoral 
Advisors
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Strategic Networking Contacts
PERSONAL GROWTH

People who advise you in your 
private life and help get you 

through those negative periods 
in your life.

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
People who help you develop 
professionally; those who give 

you a sense of value and 
purpose.

OPPORTUNITIES
People who can activate new 
work opportunities for you. 

People and projects where you 
can make a meaningful 

difference.

WELLBEING
People who help you balance 

your private and personal lives, 
engaging you in activities 

beyond your work (sports, 
hobbies, arts, causes, religion, 

etc.)

PROFESSIONAL ENERGY
People who strengthen you, 
give you energy, and support 

you emotionally through those 
bad times at work. Those who 

help you get back on track.

INFLUENCE
Well-connected people who 

help you to gain influence and 
legitimacy. Those who will help 

introduce you in certain 
contexts or hubs of influence.

LEARNING
People who may provide useful 

training and education 
opportunities for you. People 
and projects where you can 
generate learning for others.

FUTURE
People who are a source of 

fresh ideas and trends and who 
inspire your innovation. People 

and projects where you can 
offer innovative solutions and 

suggestions.

INSIGHTS
People who  give you valuable 
information about the market 

you are in or give you feedback 
on your key projects.

Source:  Adapted from International 
Career Center, Berklee Valencia 89



My Professional Network
Partner Activity

• Where are the strongest connections in my 
network?

• Where do I have no or weak connections?

• What do I notice about the demographics of my 
contacts?

• What new contacts do I need and want to make?

• What actions do I need to take to expand my 
network?

With your partner, review your map and answer the 
following questions:
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My Networking Actions

PROCEED

High

INVESTIGATE

CONSIDER AVOID

“Quick Wins” “Big Investments”

“Little Satisfiers” “Time Consumers”

Low High

EFFORT

IM
PA

CT
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My Professional Network
Action Plan Activity

Sample Connected Leader Action Plan

ACTION
to take

HOW
to do it

BY WHEN
I’ll do it

NOTES
to remember

Update LinkedIn 
profile

Log in and add 
new job Tomorrow Include XYZ  

project
Reach out to Sally 
Smith Send an email Next week Her birthday is 

Wednesday
Research project 
opportunities

Explore database, 
make google doc Next month Joe mentioned a 

cool project 
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My Professional Network
Action Plan Activity

Make a Connected Leader Action Plan

ACTION
to take

HOW
to do it

BY WHEN
I’ll do it

NOTES
to remember
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Action Items for your
CONNECTED LEADERSHIP

1. Make building relationships and connections a 
normal part of every week.

2. Track your connections. (Use a simple spreadsheet 
or a contact management app.)

3. Evaluate and expand your relationships to include 
diverse colleagues and mentors to support your 
interests, goals, aspirations, and effectiveness.

4. Feed and nurture your network. (Reach out, send 
articles, invite for a Zoom coffee, etc.)

5. Be generous in what you offer to your network. 
Make the difference you can make.
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Pulling It All Together
Let’s take a vacation!
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After coming to agreement, create a presentation about 
your location choice and your reasons for choosing it. 
(up to 3 minutes)

• Make your presentation convincing and fun 

• Feel free to use props or audiovisuals to support your points

• Decide who will present to the full group

Best Vacation Ever!
With your group, come to agreement on the best vacation spot to visit 
in the world. Assume borders are open and the pandemic is under control.
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• What did you notice in your small group conversation?

• What supported consensus and collaboration? What got in 
the way?

• Were there any examples of authentic, inclusive, or 
connected leadership behaviors? What were they?

Let’s talk about HOW you came to your decision.

Best Vacation Ever!
Not Just What. How.
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected

1

2

3

4

5

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story (including your 
leadership brand) and invite ongoing story development.

Accept yourself at a deep level, rather than allowing arrogance or 
imposter concerns to distract or derail you.

See, value, learn from, and honor others.

Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.

Contribute yourself generously to your network.
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AUTHENTIC INCLUSIVE CONNECTED
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AUTHENTIC, INCLUSIVE,& CONNECTED
Leadership Commitments

1. What is one action you commit to take 
to expand your authentic leadership?

2. One action for your inclusive leadership?

3. One for your connected leadership?
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703-453-6050           karenc@compass-international.com http://compass-international.com/ 

Karen J. Curnow

Thank you!
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MODULE 1

AUTHENTIC, INCLUSIVE,& CONNECTED 

Fundamentals of Being a Leader

Facilitator:  Karen J. Curnow













LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of our day and a half session, you will be able to answer the questions: 





What does it mean for me to be an authentic and inclusive leader?

What strategies can I use to enhance my leadership? 

How can I evaluate and expand my strategic relationships? 











What does a leader do?

Who am I as a leader?
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AGENDA
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1





What is Leadership?
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What We Need from Leaders





Authentic Leadership
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Inclusive Leadership
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Connected Leadership







Getting to Know You
Introductions



Name

Job/Company

One word that describes who you really are when you are at your best

Please share a short introduction with the group:
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One aspect of my background or identity that helps me be a good leader is: ____________________. 



One word that describes you as a leader



One word that describes my leadership:



One word to describe my identity



When you are at your best, //



What is one word that describes who you really are when you are at your best?













FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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Getting to Know You
Introductions

In your box, please add one word that describes who you really are when you are at your best:



		1		2		3		4		5		6		7

		Sami Aboulhosn		Virginia Barry		Allison Barlotta		Shane Anderson-Skeete		Hope Cothran		Cindi Chmielewski		Nathan Brill

		Anne Marie Farley		Connie Chang		Jim Chen		Julisa Edwards		Tammy Daub		Andria Hill		Robyn Burrows

		Danielle Hart		Jennifer Dill		Syeda Maghrabi		Taryn Fielder		Susan Duarte		Monique Kadnar		Victoria Ortega 

		Ryan Kiernan		Miguel Dominguez		Lara Neumark		Tracy Locklin		Darryl Franklin		Sandeep Kathuria		Lamiya Rahman

		Ogechi Muotoh
		Sam Hawley		Song Volk		Suzanne Marisa		Scott Walker		Adam Lichtenstein		Megan Wood 

		Adele Navarrete		Inga Rubin		Nathaniel Wilson		Erum Mirza		Megan Whitney		Rob Lloyd		Stephanie Harden
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In your box, please add one word that describes you as a leader:





One word that describes my leadership:

In your box, please add one word that describes you as a leader





One word that describes my leadership:















FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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Worst Leader Ever!



Think about a person you have known or seen who was a terrible leader.



What is the WORST leadership you have experienced?

What made them so bad?

Which of their key traits stood out to you?

What did they do to demonstrate awful leadership?
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?



What 



Which of their key traits or characteristics stood out to you?



What characteristics do they have

What actions did they take





What key traits of theirs come to mind?

What did they do that seemed different from others that stood out to you?
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Traits of Terrible Leaders







Characteristics of an Effective Leader



Think about a person you consider to be an outstanding leader, no matter what their position or title. 



What is the BEST leadership you have experienced?

What made them a great leader?

Which of their key traits stood out to you?

What did they do to demonstrate strong leadership?
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?



What 



Which of their key traits or characteristics stood out to you?



What characteristics do they have

What actions did they take





What key traits of theirs come to mind?

What did they do that seemed different from others that stood out to you?
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Traits of Great Leaders







Leadership and Management







May or may not be a leader

Executes mission

More tactical

May or may not inspire others

Policy and Procedure

Emphasizes rationality and control

Seeks to work within and preserve existing corporate structures

Typically a link in the corporate chain of command

You manage work

A Job





May or may not be a manager

Defines mission

More strategic

Must inspire followers

Vision and Strategy

Emphasizes innovation

May be less concerned with preserving existing structures

Typically operates with relative independence

You lead people

A Choice



LEADER

MANAGER
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What We Need from Leaders
Group Activity

With your group, complete the following chart:



		NEEDS		STRATEGIES

		What does today’s workforce expect and need from leaders? What do you need from your leaders? 		How can today’s leaders provide what others need? Identify at least one strategy that could be used for each need on the list.

		1)		1)

		2)		2)

		3)		3)

		…		…
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FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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What We Need from Leaders 
in Times of Uncertainty

		WHAT PEOPLE NEED		LEADER RESPONSES

		Stability		Plan and prepare. Be accessible and available – a stable presence – even in urgent moments.

		Knowledge		Allow questions. Keep up to date. Share objective information clearly and quickly.  Update constantly. 

		Understanding		Be compassionate and kind. Model composed vulnerability. Give people the benefit of the doubt more than usual.  Ensure staff members know about their mental health benefits.

		Flexibility		Be adaptive and responsive.  Orient toward solutions (rather than blame) when facing unexpected challenges and staff mistakes.

		Connection and Belonging		Communicate frequently.  Create social events – whether virtual or in-person. Engage with local groups and organizations to offer support and keep presence in the community.

		Authenticity and Truth-Telling		Be candid about losses and uncertainties rather than downplaying current difficulties.

		Recognition		Show appreciation and personally give thanks to individuals and groups who have helped others or dealt with a lot. 
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What the World Needs:



AUTHENTIC

INCLUSIVE

CONNECTED

LEADERS
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected



















1

2

3

4

5

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story (including your leadership brand) and invite ongoing story development.

Accept yourself at a deep level, rather than allowing arrogance or imposter concerns to distract or derail you.

See, value, learn from, and honor others.

Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.

Contribute yourself generously to your network.
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?

14











AUTHENTIC

LEADERSHIP
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Authentic leadership means:



You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.







AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected









Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story (including your brand) and invite ongoing story development.

1
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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POLL TIME!
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Poll 1: You are the author of your own authentic leadership. Where are you in the process of writing your story?

Staring at a blank page. Still doing research. Don’t have the title yet.

Foreword: figuring out who to thank

Chapter 1: Just getting started

Chapter 3: Attending this ACC Leadership Academy!

Chapter 10: Been writing for a while

The book is written. Editing the whole darn thing. Again.

Ready to publish

I hate books
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Authoring My Leadership







How Others See Me

How I See Myself







Leadership Begins with and Emerges from Self-Awareness

Non-negotiable Values

Communication/Work Style

Strengths/Weaknesses

Motivations

Professional Competencies

Social Skills

Social and Cultural Identity

Personality Leanings & Tendencies
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What are my leanings?



?

How do I make decisions?

Do I tend to take or avoid risks?

How do I react to change?

Do I tend to be optimistic or pessimistic?

Am I more often proactive or reactive?
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//influence 





Key questions for personality assessment:



What are my leanings?:



How do I make decisions?

Do I take or avoid risks?

How do I communicate?

Do I tend to be optimistic or pessimistic?**

Am I proactive or reactive?





How do these leanings affect my leadership// me as a leader?
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What Makes a Self

Source: Gardenswartz & Rowe, Diverse Teams at Work (2nd Edition, SHRM, 2003)
*Internal Dimensions and External Dimensions are adapted from Marilyn Loden and Judy Rosener, Workforce America! (Business One Irwin, 1991)
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YOU





















Social and Cultural Identities
Identity Map Activity
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Social and Cultural Identities
Sample Identity Map

Karen





Cisgender

Female

White

US-born citizen

Doctoral Student

Mother

Multilingual, Multicultural Thinker

Leader/Teacher/Coach

Tender-Tough Girl from the Projects

Business Owner
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Social and Cultural Identities*

[*Your sense of who you are based on your group membership(s)]
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Elements of Identity



Genetic and social background

Cultures within which you work and live

Personality traits and lived experience
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What are some of the key elements of your identity?





Elements of Identity Whiteboard

Note some of the key elements of your identity
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My Authentic Self
Partner Activity



Which aspects of my identity are figural or important for me? 

Which ones are often missed or not seen by others?

How can I bring those important aspects of identity forward if I want to? 

With your partner, answer the questions:
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FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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To Be Our Authentic Selves 

Leverage our talents in a thoughtful and strategic way to produce meaningful impact





Recognize and mitigate blocks to our effectiveness, especially internal blocks that can stop us in our tracks





TALENTS

BLOCKS

As authentic leaders, we:
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FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected









Accept yourself at a deep level, rather than allowing arrogance or imposter concerns to distract or derail you.

2
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Accept yourself at a deep level, rather than allowing “imposter” concerns and distractions to pull you off your course.
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View of Self





Underinflated

Overinflated
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From deinflated to overinflated





Self acceptance// accurate/balanced

Arrogance

Imposter syndrome



Under/overinflated balloons
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Self-Doubt and Self-Appreciation
Group Discussion







What are the benefits of having some self-doubt?

What are the benefits of believing you deserve your successes?

How do you know when you've gone too far and fallen into an exaggerated or undeserved view of self - either overly negative (imposter) or overly positive (arrogance)?

Answer the following questions:
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		   You may be falling into arrogance if you:		

		brag a lot
don’t listen to others
demean or blame others when 
things go wrong
are not open to feedback		don’t give credit to others 
interrupt and talk over others
have many relationships that feel superficial
need continual validation from others










How to Spot Arrogance



Confidence emerges from an accurate self-assessment; arrogance from a faulty one.  
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Arrogant or Confident?

“There’s a thin line between confidence and arrogance. It’s called humility. Confidence smiles. Arrogance smirks.” 

~ Unknown
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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		   Tools to combat arrogance:		

		Recognize and remove zero-sum-game, competitive thinking where you think only one person can “win” or be successful.
Focus on the value others bring and respect their unique contributions.
Create opportunities for others to shine. Offer honest compliments.
Intentionally use open body language in conversations.		Watch out for and shift one-right-way thinking.
Be mortal. Admit when you are wrong without being devastated.
Admit and ask for what you need.
Engage a trusted colleague or friend who will offer you accurate feedback.
Balance bragging with humble comments about self.
Listen more. Speak Less.









Personal Antidotes to 
Arrogance
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Imposter Syndrome



• The unsubstantiated belief that you are underqualified for your professional position, that accomplishments are achieved not through genuine ability, but because you are lucky

• Persistent self-doubt and fear of being exposed as a fraud or imposter, despite evidence of success









What is the imposter syndrome?
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65%

A 2021 study found that 65% of professionals today experience the Imposter Phenomenon.

Women and underrepresented groups appear to experience the Imposter Phenomenon at higher rates.



Source: InnovateMR market research, 2021





Imposter Syndrome
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Imposter Syndrome







“If you expect yourself to be more than pretty good before making the choice to lead, you’ll never get there. No one person could possibly stay on top of everything. But the myth of the complete leader (and the attendant fear of appearing incompetent) makes many executives try to do just that, exhausting themselves and damaging their organizations in the process.”

-- “In Praise of the Incomplete Leader” 
by Deborah Ancona, Thomas Malone, HBR
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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The imposter syndrome is fueled by limiting beliefs.

“If it’s not 100% perfect, it’s a total failure.”

“I should be able to take care of everything by myself.”

“I don’t know enough about the topic and will never master it.”

“I should be able manage all of my priorities at all times.”

“I wasn’t born smart, and I’ll never be.” 

Imposter Syndrome
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“I wasn’t born with intelligence, so I’ll never make it.”
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THE PERFECTIONIST

THE NATURAL GENIUS

THE RUGGED INDIVIDUALIST

THE EXPERT

THE SUPERWOMAN/MAN





Imposter Syndrome Beliefs
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Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/diamond_3571347

Diamond
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Brain



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/hand_1649805

Finger 
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Grad cap



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/super_1152917

superman
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POLL TIME!
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Poll 2: Which imposter syndrome belief do you experience most frequently?

The Perfectionist

The Natural Genius

The Rugged Individualist

The Expert

The Superwoman/Man

None. I don’t experience the imposter syndrome.
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THE PERFECTIONIST:

THE NATURAL GENIUS:

THE RUGGED INDIVIDUALIST:





Imposter Syndrome Beliefs









a focus on HOW something is done with precise right and wrong ways of doing things; need the A+ (not the A) and may feel shame if unsuccessful (unlike non-perfectionists who feel okay about themselves if they do not succeed even if disappointed)





a fixed mindset that sees intelligence and ability as innate (not developable). 
When success does not come easily and quickly, you are at risk of being a fraud. 

a belief that the only competence that matters is the result of solo, unaided achievement, that one should not need help. Burnout and exhaustion are a common result. 
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Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/diamond_3571347

Diamond



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/brain_4925385?term=brain&page=4&position=63&page=4&position=63&related_id=4925385&origin=search

Brain



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/hand_1649805

Finger 
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Grad cap



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/super_1152917

superman
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Imposter Syndrome Beliefs



a belief that you must be a master or expert before moving forward, a focus on how much knowledge or skill you have, coupled with a belief that you can never have enough. 



the belief that you should be able to juggle multiple demands simultaneously and masterfully with a focus on how many things you can handle at once. 

THE EXPERT:

THE SUPERWOMAN/MAN:
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Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/diamond_3571347

Diamond



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/brain_4925385?term=brain&page=4&position=63&page=4&position=63&related_id=4925385&origin=search

Brain



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/hand_1649805

Finger 
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Grad cap



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/super_1152917

superman
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Imposter Syndrome Beliefs
Partner Activity



Which of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?

With your partner, answer the following questions:
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Take a moment to personally reflect on the questions:







Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves
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Negative Impacts of the 
Imposter Syndrome

Opt out or hold back if you feel you don’t have enough experience, expertise, or ability to do something perfectly.

Erode or further erode your sense of your own identity, dignity, and worth.

Exhaust yourself by working harder and longer hours than others – then burnout or get sick.

Overdo it with never-ending training and education.

Get angry or resentful – toward self or others.

What else?

As you fall into imposter syndrome dynamics, you may:
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome

How can we diminish its power?









BE GROUNDED





BE REALISTIC

BE 
PATIENT

Right-size unrealistic standards of competence.

Trust what you DO know rather than focusing only on what you don’t.

Track and measure what you have done well.

Maintain balanced perspective, considering positives and negatives.

Breathe and get grounded. 

Use mindfulness and breath awareness techniques.

Get your body involved! (Engage in expansive power poses à la Amy Cuddy.)



Drop expectations for overnight success and mastery. Engage self-compassion.

Embrace apprenticeship and the learning that emerges from mistakes. 

Appreciate where you are without over-focusing on improvement and education.
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Be compassionate towards yourself and break addiction to education.



Appreciate the process and // where you are// 



Addiction to learning/education



Appreciate the process



or immediate success



Enjoy the process

Appreciate where you are, without constantly focusing on improvement and education



Notice and break repeated patterns of wanting more education or experience before acting.
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Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome

How can we diminish its power?









BE 
FUTURE-FOCUSED





BE
POSITIVE

BE 
SUPPORTED

Dispute negative thinking.

Build positive emotions, especially optimism and hope.

Use positive self-talk.

Adopt a growth (rather than fixed) mindset.

Focus on what you are learning or could learn. Remember, we are all always a work in progress.

Make visualizing success a habit.

Acknowledge the areas where you could use some support.

Ask for what you need.

Expand your network. 

Ensure your environment supports positive growth. Take action to make systemic changes when needed.
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Acknowledge areas where you need help



In similar situations, with more knowledge and experience



Consider how culture and setting may need adjustments. Take action to make systemic changes.



Ensure your environment supports your positive growth







.// lack of imposter mindset
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Imposter Syndrome



“No leader is perfect.  
The best ones don’t try to be—they concentrate on their strengths and find others who can make up for their limitations.”  

-- “In Praise of the Incomplete Leader” 
by Deborah Ancona, Thomas Malone, HBR
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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Action Items for your









AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP

Take time to learn from your life story.

Know your authentic self.

Practice your values and principles.

Balance your intrinsic and extrinsic motivations.

Build your support team.

Integrate your life by staying grounded.

Empower others to lead.

Source:  Discovering Your Authentic Leadership by Bill George, Peter Sims, Andrew McLean, and Diana Mayer, Harvard Business Review, February 2007.
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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…the more other-aware you can be



…the more space you can make for others



…the more you invite and enable authenticity from those around you



AUTHENTIC  leaders need to be  INCLUSIVE leaders!

The more self-aware you are…



The more you accept yourself…



The more authentic you are with self and others…
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP

An inclusive leader is one who:

Takes a collaborative and facilitative approach, not command and control. 

Operates transparently rather than behind closed doors. 

Is culturally agile, not tied to their own worldview.

Is able to fully embrace and leverage the vast diversity of today’s workforces.

Can create a safe space, where people feel accepted and empowered to give the best of their talents.



Source:  Korn Ferry, The 5 Disciplines of Inclusive Leaders: Unleashing the Power of All of Us
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected





See, value, learn from, and honor others.

3
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Being Inclusive

Being inclusive means you aren’t just inviting people to the party (not just getting numbers of people in the door); 











you are asking them to dance.

Source:  Adapted from the work of Verna Myers
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Inclusive Leadership



“Human potential is unleashed when we feel we belong.”

– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive











How do you create a sense of belonging?
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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Inclusive Culture



A sense of belonging

Psychological safety

A boss who believes in me and supports my development

Diverse contributions that are welcomed and respected

Awareness of unconscious bias and efforts to stop its impact

Systems and processes that create opportunity for success for all











What is present in an inclusive culture? 
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Contributions come from all

Everyone’s contributions are welcomed and respected



Diverse contributions are welcomed and respected



Everyone contributes and welcomes contributions and respect others’ input













What does it mean to have an inclusive culture?

Safe

Belong

Top cover, boss believes in ne

Ppl are working on their unconscious bias, trying to stop microaggressions from happening





Belonging

Microaggressions

Unconscious bias

Safety



What are the qualities of an inclusive culture?
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Why This Matters





Why does creating an inclusive culture matter for you as a leader?

?
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It’s imp to answer this question for you as a leader in your org and it’s imp to answer for you as the leader of your own life. You need to have personal reasons why this matters, in addition to organizational reasons for why this matters. If you don’t have a personal pull in this, it will come through to other people as not genuine, and then you’re killing the authentic leader we’ve been talking about. Needs to come from a genuine, humble place, not just about numbers.



Move from a personal as well as an organizational commitment.
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Why does creating an inclusive culture matter most for you as a leader?

To improve the culture and reputation of an office or organization

To reduce workplace stress

To invite talents to be exercised

To enhance creative problem-solving

To increase staff engagement

Other reasons: (type here)

(Place check marks in the boxes below)





What is the most important reason to you to diminish exclusion in the workplace? 



To increase staff engagement





To enhance creative problem-solving





To invite talents to be exercised





To reduce workplace stress





To improve the culture and reputation of an office or organization

Other reasons: (type here)
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive







The Inclusive Leader Model



Source:  Korn Ferry, The 5 Disciplines of Inclusive Leaders: Unleashing the Power of All of Us
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Inclusive Leaders



Source:  Korn Ferry, The 5 Disciplines of Inclusive Leaders: Unleashing the Power of All of Us







Competencies They Use:

Builds interpersonal trust

Integrates diverse perspectives

Optimizes talent

Applies an adaptive mindset

Achieves transformation



Internal Traits They Possess:

Authenticity

Emotional Resilience

Self-assurance

Inquisitiveness

Flexibility
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Subtle Acts of Exclusion





Subtle acts of exclusion, sometimes called microaggressions or microinvalidations, 
are everyday slights rooted in bias.
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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POLL TIME!
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Poll 3: 

What percentage of employees do you think experience microaggressions or subtle acts of exclusion?

0 to 25%

26% to 50%

51% to 75%

76% to 100%





Have YOU experienced a workplace microaggression?

Yes

No
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84%

A McKinsey study found that 84% of respondents experienced workplace microaggressions.

Source:  Understanding Organizational Barriers to a More Inclusive Workplace, McKinsey & Company, June 2020.

Subtle Acts of Exclusion
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Column1	

1st Qtr	2nd Qtr	84	16	











Examples of Subtle Acts of 
Exclusion and Invalidation

		Making assumptions based on demographics		Preferential treatment 
of some		Using exclusionary or biased language 

		Not engaging with someone		Not making eye contact or the opposite - staring		Limiting the topics of conversation

		Holding lower expectations		Ascribing intelligence or ability in the context of group membership		Not acknowledging difference or its impact
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Reminders of Difference



“More insidious than those moments of outright hostility, though, and maybe more powerful, are the constant, low-level reminders that you're different. Many of us

– Celeste Ng, Everything I Never Told You.









feel different in some way, but it's really jarring when one of your differences is obvious at a glance—other people can tell you're different simply by looking at you . . . Even when you feel like you belong, other people's reactions—even stares and offhand remarks—can make you feel that you don't, startlingly often.” 
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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Creating Safety & Opportunity in the Real World
Group Case Study Activity



Where might unconscious bias be playing out? 

What would be an inclusive way to respond to the situations that follow? 

What might you do if you faced this situation?

With your group, answer these questions about the case studies:
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What does it mean to be inclusive
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies





Case Study #1

At the end of a public presentation, the highest-ranking person in the room approached the experienced presenter and said, “Wow. It’s so good that someone your age is doing things like this. It must keep you young.”

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do if you were the presenter? If you were a witness?
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive







Case Study #2

During a meeting, Pat – who rarely speaks during meetings – began to share details about a report she had read that morning when Dan jumped in and made a relevant and interesting point and then continued to give additional details about his point.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive







Case Study #3

A Chinese colleague of yours, Qi, approached you privately and shared that she is feeling uncertain about whether she is in the right job, explaining that no one interacts with her or asks for her input in Zoom meetings. She’s worried that her accent may be a problem or maybe she just isn’t experienced enough for this job.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive







Case Study #4

You’re brought into a meeting where the team presents a plan for a new project that they are ready to launch. Although they are at the end of the project planning process, someone told them they had to “get the attorneys involved,” so they called you. When you explain that they will not be able to do some of what they’d planned, one of the managers says “Ugh, you attorneys! You always say no!” with a half-smile. You are frustrated that in-house attorneys are still perceived in this way.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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Photo by Yan Krukov from Pexels

https://www.pexels.com/photo/a-people-talking-together-in-the-office-7691767/







OLD:

Photo by Pavel Danilyuk from Pexels



https://www.pexels.com/photo/man-in-black-suit-jacket-using-macbook-5520293/
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive







Case Study #5

Janelle is a new colleague on your team and one of only a few African American employees. After she was hired, you were surprised by how quickly your manager left Janelle to fend for herself, since the onboarding process is usually more robust. One of your peers complains to you that Janelle has been asking a lot of questions and may not have the right education or background for the job.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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Photo by Sora Shimazaki from Pexels

https://www.pexels.com/photo/attentive-multiethnic-colleagues-reading-contract-in-workspace-5668832/









OLD:

Photo by Andrea Piacquadio from Pexels



https://www.pexels.com/photo/young-african-american-woman-discussing-new-project-with-senior-male-colleague-at-meeting-in-boardroom-3860937/
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive







Case Study #6

For the third time this month, you overhear a coworker say to George “Thank you for working late for me again so I can get home to my family. I know you don’t have any kids so I hope it isn’t a problem.” You know that George is a compassionate guy who wants to help others, but you worry that this may be affecting his work-life balance and stress levels.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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https://www.pexels.com/photo/silver-macbook-on-white-table-4069293/
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive







Case Study #7

You are manager of a project team of six, working to improve leadership development in your organization. You notice that the two most extroverted people on the team do most of the talking in meetings and seem to drive decisions. While these two have a lot of good ideas and give a lot of time to the effort, you wonder if everyone else feels they have been given enough opportunity for input.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies
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Image from globesmart
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Levels of Inclusive Leadership





ORGANIZATIONAL

INTERPERSONAL

PERSONAL
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Inclusive Leadership: What Can I Do?
Group Activity



Identify specific actions you can take to create an inclusive culture, focusing on the level you have been assigned:  personal, interpersonal, or organizational.


Group 1: Personal 

Group 2: Personal

Group 3: Interpersonal

Group 4: Interpersonal

Group 5: Organizational

Group 6: Organizational

Group 7: Your choice!



With your group, complete the following:
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Group 1: Personal 

Group 2: Personal

Group 3: Interpersonal

Group 4: Interpersonal

Group 5: Organizational

Group 6: Organizational

Group 7: Your choice!
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Action Items for your



INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP

Focus on internal dynamics (personal), interactions and relationships (interpersonal), AND systems and processes (organizational).

 Get real. Acknowledge real problems, set real goals, and deliver real consequences (like Janet Stovall).

Work to recognize unconscious bias and its impact at work – and to dismantle it.

Identify blatant and subtle acts of exclusion and take steps to eliminate them.

Engage in conversations for understanding with people who are different from you.

Be humble and extend grace, rather than assuming negative intent.

Ask questions to get others’ input and to learn about them. Listen to the answers.

Invite and welcome diverse others into projects, pushing beyond your comfort zone in order to extend your network, creativity, and impact. 
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CONNECTED LEADERSHIP
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Authentic and inclusive leaders need others in order to…

be able to understand themselves

be effective in their work

fill gaps when needed

serve a broader audience through a strong network



AUTHENTIC and INCLUSIVE leaders need to be CONNECTED leaders!
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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A connected leader is one who:

Builds a professional network of friends, peers, advisors, advocates, mentors, colleagues, academic connections, associations, and others.

Sees their network as a responsibility and function of leadership.

Ensures that their professional network is broad, diverse, and supportive of operational, personal, and strategic goals.

Tends to nurture their network to keep connections alive and current.

Recognizes that a network is as much a vehicle for giving as it is one for receiving.



























CONNECTED LEADERSHIP
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POLL TIME!
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Poll 4:

Which song title best describes your networking life?

 “Dancing With Myself” by Billy Idol

“Call Me Maybe” by Carly Rae Jepsen.

“Started From the Bottom” by Drake

“Wannabe” by the Spice Girls

 “We’ve Only Just Begun” by The Carpenters

 “Ain’t Too Proud to Beg” by the Temptations

 "Go Your Own Way" by Fleetwood Mac

 “Brave” by Sara Bareilles

 “Whatever It Takes” by Imagine Dragons

 "Life of da Party” by Snoop Dogg

“I Don’t Care” by Ed Sheeran and Justin Bieber

 “Feeling Good” by Nina Simone
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected





Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.

4
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Connected Leadership





Why do you need a professional network as a leader?



?
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Purpose and Use 
of a Professional Network

To get future jobs

To be invited to join projects

To find people for jobs and projects

To stay up-to-date professionally

To extend your list of advisors

To serve as an advisor to others

To support a cause you believe in

To engage in activities you enjoy





To meet people 

To build trust and stronger relationships

To find and keep clients, make sales

To save time and money

To spur creativity

To get support

To give support 

To connect others to one another



































NETWORK
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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But I Hate Networking!



Remember that the relationship comes first. Drop all expectations.

Focus on people who share something in common with you.

Be relaxed. Approach new contacts with the ease of meeting with a friend.

Leverage technology. Reach out via social networks like LinkedIn. 

Look for opportunities to contribute your talents and expertise.

Be confident; know you have something to offer.

Be curious. Ask thoughtful, intriguing questions.

Thank them. Stay in touch. Stay top-of-mind.

Be consistent.











Tips for Networking with Ease



Source: Adapted from 6 Networking Tips When You Don’t Have a Big Network, Jamie Carlstedt, 2020
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Contributions come from all

Everyone’s contributions are welcomed and respected



Diverse contributions are welcomed and respected



Everyone contributes and welcomes contributions and respect others’ input













What does it mean to have an inclusive culture?

Safe

Belong

Top cover, boss believes in ne

Ppl are working on their unconscious bias, trying to stop microaggressions from happening





Belonging

Microaggressions

Unconscious bias

Safety



What are the qualities of an inclusive culture?
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected





Contribute yourself generously to your network.

5
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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The Difference You Can Make

Networks should be mutually beneficial and interesting. 







It’s not just about what you can get. 



It’s about what you can give. 
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Strategic Networking:
Getting & Giving

WHAT I WANT TO GET





Connect people to each other

Offer my authentic leadership

Contribute original ideas

Lend an ear or a helping hand

Share data or research

Reduce others’ workloads

Make recommendations

Invite diverse perspectives

Provide guidance and advice

Encourage others’ success

Help others brainstorm

Find creative solutions

Offer feedback

Show appreciation and gratitude

Provide training or education

Other :  _______________________________

WHAT I HAVE TO GIVE

Find collaborators for: ___________________

Learn a specific skill like: _________________

Get guidance on: _______________________

Learn about opportunities like:  ___________

Get information about: __________________

Receive feedback on:  ___________________

Develop a project or idea like:  ____________

Find people who can help with: ___________

Get advice on: _________________________

Get a specific job like: ___________________

Connect on similar interests like:  __________

Gain visibility with:  _____________________

Get invited to:  _________________________

Be respected for: _______________________

Stay current on: ________________________

Other:  _______________________________

I want to:

I can:
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//Relate to others on my passions like:

?

Connect to those with similar interests like: 





Invite diverse perspectives



Bring my authentic self and unique perspective



Support project or idea development– 
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The 3 Forms of Networking







Source: “How Leaders Create and Use Networks,” Harvard Business Review, January 2007
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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My Professional Network
Mind Map Activity











Draw a mind map of your current network connections.

Include operational, personal, and/or strategic contacts.

Make note of any gaps where you want/ need a connection but don’t have one.

To analyze your existing network, create a mind map.
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Take a moment to personally reflect on the questions:







Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves
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YOU











My Professional Network
Mind Map Activity

















Task force/ special project team

Academic Institution

XYZ Client Organization

ABC  Membership Association

Former Employer

Sally Smith

John Jones

DC Chapter

National Office

Board Members

Engineers

Designers

Doctoral Advisors
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Strategic Networking Contacts

		PERSONAL GROWTH
People who advise you in your private life and help get you through those negative periods in your life.		PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
People who help you develop professionally; those who give you a sense of value and purpose.		OPPORTUNITIES
People who can activate new work opportunities for you. People and projects where you can make a meaningful difference.

		WELLBEING
People who help you balance your private and personal lives, engaging you in activities beyond your work (sports, hobbies, arts, causes, religion, etc.)		PROFESSIONAL ENERGY
People who strengthen you, give you energy, and support you emotionally through those bad times at work. Those who help you get back on track.		INFLUENCE
Well-connected people who help you to gain influence and legitimacy. Those who will help introduce you in certain contexts or hubs of influence.

		LEARNING
People who may provide useful training and education opportunities for you. People and projects where you can generate learning for others.		FUTURE
People who are a source of fresh ideas and trends and who inspire your innovation. People and projects where you can offer innovative solutions and suggestions.		INSIGHTS
People who  give you valuable information about the market you are in or give you feedback on your key projects.



Source:  Adapted from International Career Center, Berklee Valencia
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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My Professional Network
Partner Activity











Where are the strongest connections in my network?

Where do I have no or weak connections?

What do I notice about the demographics of my contacts?

What new contacts do I need and want to make?

What actions do I need to take to expand my network?



With your partner, review your map and answer the following questions:
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Take a moment to personally reflect on the questions:







Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves
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My Networking Actions











PROCEED







High

INVESTIGATE

CONSIDER

AVOID

“Quick Wins”

“Big Investments”

“Little Satisfiers”

“Time Consumers”

Low

High

EFFORT

IMPACT
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Take a moment to personally reflect on the questions:







Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves
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My Professional Network
Action Plan Activity









Sample Connected Leader Action Plan

		ACTION
to take		HOW
to do it		BY WHEN
I’ll do it		NOTES
to remember

		Update LinkedIn profile		Log in and add new job		Tomorrow		Include XYZ  project

		Reach out to Sally Smith		Send an email		Next week		Her birthday is Wednesday

		Research project opportunities		Explore database, make google doc		Next month		Joe mentioned a cool project 
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Take a moment to personally reflect on the questions:







Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves
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My Professional Network
Action Plan Activity









Make a Connected Leader Action Plan

		ACTION
to take		HOW
to do it		BY WHEN
I’ll do it		NOTES
to remember
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Take a moment to personally reflect on the questions:







Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves
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Action Items for your









CONNECTED LEADERSHIP

Make building relationships and connections a normal part of every week.

Track your connections. (Use a simple spreadsheet or a contact management app.)

Evaluate and expand your relationships to include diverse colleagues and mentors to support your interests, goals, aspirations, and effectiveness.

Feed and nurture your network. (Reach out, send articles, invite for a Zoom coffee, etc.)

Be generous in what you offer to your network. Make the difference you can make.
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Pulling It All Together
Let’s take a vacation!
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After coming to agreement, create a presentation about 
your location choice and your reasons for choosing it. 
(up to 3 minutes)

Make your presentation convincing and fun 

Feel free to use props or audiovisuals to support your points

Decide who will present to the full group











Best Vacation Ever!

With your group, come to agreement on the best vacation spot to visit 
in the world. Assume borders are open and the pandemic is under control.
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Be ready to present to the full group the following:

Your location choice

Your reason for choosing that location.

You will have 2 minutes 

Feel free to use props to support your points


You will have 20 minutes to complete your task.





After coming to agreement, identify the reasons why//decide who will present for the group





Working with your breakout group, 



After coming to agreement, create a presentation up to 3 minutes long about your location choice and your reasons for choosing it.

Make your presentation convincing and fun 

Feel free to use props to support your points

Decide who will present this to the full group



You will have 2 minutes to give a convincing presentation on the following:

Your location choice

Your reason for choosing that location.



Feel free to use props to support your points
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What did you notice in your small group conversation?

What supported consensus and collaboration? What got in the way?

Were there any examples of authentic, inclusive, or connected leadership behaviors? What were they?











Let’s talk about HOW you came to your decision.

Best Vacation Ever!
Not Just What. How.
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Be ready to present to the full group the following:

Your location choice

Your reason for choosing that location.

You will have 2 minutes 

Feel free to use props to support your points


You will have 20 minutes to complete your task.





After coming to agreement, identify the reasons why//decide who will present for the group





Working with your breakout group, 



After coming to agreement, create a presentation up to 3 minutes long about your location choice and your reasons for choosing it.

Make your presentation convincing and fun 

Feel free to use props to support your points

Decide who will present this to the full group



You will have 2 minutes to give a convincing presentation on the following:

Your location choice

Your reason for choosing that location.



Feel free to use props to support your points
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected



















1

2

3

4

5

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story (including your leadership brand) and invite ongoing story development.

Accept yourself at a deep level, rather than allowing arrogance or imposter concerns to distract or derail you.

See, value, learn from, and honor others.

Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.

Contribute yourself generously to your network.
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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AUTHENTIC

INCLUSIVE

CONNECTED
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?



What does it mean to have an inclusive culture?

Safe

Bwlong

Top cover, boss believes in ne

Ppl are working on their unconscious bias, trying to stop microaggressions from happening





Belonging

Microaggressions

Unconscious bias

safety
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AUTHENTIC, INCLUSIVE,& CONNECTED 
Leadership Commitments

What is one action you commit to take 
to expand your authentic leadership?

One action for your inclusive leadership?

One for your connected leadership?
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Karen J. Curnow







Thank you!
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What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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For those who want more…





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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THE PERFECTIONIST

THE NATURAL GENIUS

THE RUGGED INDIVIDUALIST

THE EXPERT

THE SUPERWOMAN/MAN





Imposter Syndrome Beliefs















Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/diamond_3571347

Diamond



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/brain_4925385?term=brain&page=4&position=63&page=4&position=63&related_id=4925385&origin=search

Brain



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/hand_1649805

Finger 



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/graduation-cap_3074058

Grad cap



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/super_1152917

superman
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THE PERFECTIONIST:

THE NATURAL GENIUS:

THE RUGGED INDIVIDUALIST:





Imposter Syndrome Beliefs









a focus on HOW something is done with precise right and wrong ways of doing things; need the A+ (not the A) and may feel shame if unsuccessful (unlike non-perfectionists who feel okay about themselves if they do not succeed even if disappointed)





a fixed mindset that sees intelligence and ability as innate (not develop-able). 
When success does not come with ease and quickly, you are at risk of being a fraud. 

a belief that the only competence that matters is the result of solo, unaided achievement, that one should not need help. Burnout and exhaustion are a common result. 





Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/diamond_3571347

Diamond



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/brain_4925385?term=brain&page=4&position=63&page=4&position=63&related_id=4925385&origin=search

Brain



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/hand_1649805

Finger 



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/graduation-cap_3074058

Grad cap



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/super_1152917

superman
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Imposter Syndrome Beliefs







The Perfectionist – 
a focus on HOW something is done with precise right and wrong ways of doing things; need the A+ (not the A) and may feel shame if unsuccessful (unlike non-perfectionists who feel okay about themselves if they do not succeed even if disappointed)

THE PERFECTIONIST









Imposter Syndrome Beliefs







The Natural Genius – 

a fixed mindset that sees intelligence and ability as innate (not develop-able). When success does not come with ease and quickly, you are at risk of being a fraud. 

THE NATURAL GENIUS









Imposter Syndrome Beliefs







The Rugged Individualist – 

a belief that the only competence that matters is the result of solo, unaided achievement, that one should not need help. Burnout and exhaustion are a common result. 

THE RUGGED INDIVIDUALIST









Imposter Syndrome Beliefs







The Expert – 

a belief that you must be a master or expert before moving forward, a focus on how much knowledge or skill you have coupled with a belief that you can never have enough. 

THE EXPERT









Imposter Syndrome Beliefs







The Superwoman/Man – 

the belief that you should be able to juggle multiple demands simultaneously and masterfully with a focus on how many things you can handle at once. 

THE SUPERWOMAN/ SUPERMAN









Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome



How can we diminish its power?

















BE SUPPORTED

BE 
FUTURE-FOCUSED

BE 
PATIENT

BE GROUNDED

BE 
POSITIVE

BE REALISTIC





Antidotes to distorted self-views// views of self
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Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome









BE REALISTIC

Recognize and right-size unrealistic standards of competence you may have, realizing their cost to you and others. 

Trust what you DO know rather than focusing only on what you don’t.

Track and measure what you have done well.

Consider and list both positive and negative “what ifs” to maintain balance in perspective. (Consider what could go right, not just what could go wrong.)







Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome









BE GROUNDED

Breathe and get grounded. Use mindfulness and breath awareness techniques.

Get your body involved! (Engage in expansive power poses à la Amy Cuddy.)







Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome









BE 
PATIENT

Appreciate the depth that comes from apprenticeship, the learning that emerges from mistakes, rather than aiming for overnight success.

Notice and break any repeated patterns of wanting more education or experience before acting.







Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome









BE
POSITIVE

Dispute negative thinking.

Build positive emotions, especially optimism and hope.

Use positive self-talk.







Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome









BE
FUTURE-FOCUSED

Adopt a growth (rather than fixed) mindset. (Focus on what you are learning or could learn. Remember, we are all always a work in progress.)

Make visualizing success a habit.







Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome









BE SUPPORTED

Acknowledge the areas where you could use some support.

Ask for what you need.

Expand your network to include those “who have gone before” you in similar situations or who know more than you do.

Consider how culture and setting may need adjustments and take action to make systemic changes.







Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome



How can we diminish its power?

















BE SUPPORTED

BE 
FUTURE-FOCUSED

BE 
PATIENT

BE GROUNDED

BE 
POSITIVE

BE REALISTIC







Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome

How can we diminish its power?









BE GROUNDED





BE REALISTIC

BE 
PATIENT

Text goes here

Text goes here

Text goes here







Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome

How can we diminish its power?









BE 
FUTURE-FOCUSED





BE
POSITIVE

BE 
SUPPORTED

Text goes here

Text goes here

Text goes here
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Karen J. Curnow







Thank you!





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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NEW SLIDES

















Arrogant or Confident?

“There’s a thin line between confidence and arrogance. It’s called humility. Confidence smiles. Arrogance smirks.” 

~ Unknown







What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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SCRAP







Icon links



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/questioning_4052052

Activity – solo



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/couple-users-silhouette_33906?term=couple&page=1&position=39&page=1&position=39&related_id=33906&origin=search

Activity – partner



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/customer_3126647?related_id=3126647&origin=search

Activity group



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/quotation-mark_94894?term=quotations&page=3&position=15&page=3&position=15&related_id=94894&origin=search

Quote left



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/quotation-mark_94902?related_id=94902

Quote right



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/key_6121413

key



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/diamond_3571347

Diamond



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/brain_4925385?term=brain&page=4&position=63&page=4&position=63&related_id=4925385&origin=search

Brain



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/hand_1649805

Finger 



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/graduation-cap_3074058

Grad cap



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/super_1152917

superman



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/push_6009563

Push hand



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/video-call_5497304?term=zoom%20meeting&related_id=5497304

Video call



https://www.pexels.com/search/travel%20collage/

Travel polaroid collage



https://www.flaticon.com/search?word=poll&type=icon

polling
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Getting to Know You
Introductions

In your box, please add one word that describes you as a leader:

		Sami Aboulhosn		Virginia Barry		Allison Barlotta		Shane Anderson-Skeete		Hope Cothran		Cindi Chmielewski

		Anne Marie Farley		Connie Chang		Jim Chen		Julisa Edwards		Tammy Daub		Andria Hill

		Danielle Hart		Jennifer Dill		Syeda Maghrabi		Taryn Fielder		Susan Duarte		Monique Kadnar

		Ryan Kiernan		Miguel Dominguez		Lara Neumark		Tracy Locklin		Darryl Franklin		Sandeep Kathuria

		Ogechi Muotoh
		Sam Hawley		Song Volk		Suzanne Marisa		Scott Walker		Adam Lichtenstein

		Adele Navarrete		Inga Rubin		Nathaniel Wilson		Erum Mirza		Megan Whitney		Rob Lloyd











One word that describes my leadership:

In your box, please add one word that describes you as a leader





One word that describes my leadership:















FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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Getting to Know You
Introductions

In your box, please add one word that describes you as a leader:

		Sami Aboulhosn		Virginia Barry		Allison Barlotta		Shane Anderson-Skeete		Hope Cothran		Cindi Chmielewski		Nathan Brill

		Anne Marie Farley		Connie Chang		Jim Chen		Julisa Edwards		Tammy Daub		Andria Hill		Robyn Burrows

		Danielle Hart		Jennifer Dill		Syeda Maghrabi		Taryn Fielder		Susan Duarte		Monique Kadnar		Victoria Ortega 

		Ryan Kiernan		Miguel Dominguez		Lara Neumark		Tracy Locklin		Darryl Franklin		Sandeep Kathuria		Lamiya Rahman

		Ogechi Muotoh
		Sam Hawley		Song Volk		Suzanne Marisa		Scott Walker		Adam Lichtenstein		Megan Wood 

		Adele Navarrete		Inga Rubin		Nathaniel Wilson		Erum Mirza		Megan Whitney		Rob Lloyd		Karen Curnow











One word that describes my leadership:

In your box, please add one word that describes you as a leader





One word that describes my leadership:















FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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Getting to Know You
Introductions

In your box, please add one word that describes you as a leader:

		Sami Aboulhosn		Virginia Barry		Allison Barlotta		Shane Anderson-Skeete		Hope Cothran		Cindi Chmielewski

		Anne Marie Farley		Connie Chang		Jim Chen		Julisa Edwards		Tammy Daub		Andria Hill

		Danielle Hart		Jennifer Dill		Syeda Maghrabi		Taryn Fielder		Susan Duarte		Monique Kadnar

		Ryan Kiernan		Miguel Dominguez		Lara Neumark		Tracy Locklin		Darryl Franklin		Sandeep Kathuria

		Ogechi Muotoh
		Sam Hawley		Song Volk		Suzanne Marisa		Scott Walker		Adam Lichtenstein

		Adele Navarrete		Inga Rubin		Nathaniel Wilson		Erum Mirza		Megan Whitney		Rob Lloyd











One word that describes my leadership:

In your box, please add one word that describes you as a leader





One word that describes my leadership:















FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies



Case Study #4

You’re brought into a meeting where the team presents a plan for a new project that they are ready to launch. Although they are at the end of the project planning process, someone told them they had to “get the attorneys involved,” so they called you. When you explain that they will not be able to do some of what they’d planned, one of the managers says “Ugh, you attorneys! You always say no!” with a half-smile. You are frustrated that in-house attorneys are still perceived in this way.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?









Photo by Pavel Danilyuk from Pexels



https://www.pexels.com/photo/man-in-black-suit-jacket-using-macbook-5520293/
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies



Case Study #5

Janelle is a new colleague on your team and one of only a few African American employees. After she was hired, you were surprised by how quickly your manager left Janelle to fend for herself, since the onboarding process is usually more robust. One of your peers complains to you that Janelle has been asking a lot of questions and may not have the right education or background for the job.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?









Photo by Andrea Piacquadio from Pexels



https://www.pexels.com/photo/young-african-american-woman-discussing-new-project-with-senior-male-colleague-at-meeting-in-boardroom-3860937/
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Inclusive Leadership Case Studies



Case Study #5

Janelle is a new colleague on your team and one of only a few African American employees. After she was hired, you were surprised by how quickly your manager left Janelle to fend for herself, since the onboarding process is usually more robust. One of your peers complains to you that Janelle has been asking a lot of questions and may not have the right education or background for the job.

Where might unconscious bias be playing out? What would you do?









Photo by Sora Shimazaki from Pexels

https://www.pexels.com/photo/focused-multiracial-coworkers-discussing-project-5668836/





Old 2

Photo by Sora Shimazaki from Pexels

https://www.pexels.com/photo/attentive-multiethnic-colleagues-reading-contract-in-workspace-5668832/









OLD:

Photo by Andrea Piacquadio from Pexels



https://www.pexels.com/photo/young-african-american-woman-discussing-new-project-with-senior-male-colleague-at-meeting-in-boardroom-3860937/
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View of Self





Underinflated

Overinflated











From deinflated to overinflated





Self acceptance// accurate/balanced

Arrogance

Imposter syndrome



Under/overinflated balloons
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View of Self OPTION 2







Underinflated

Overinflated





From deinflated to overinflated





Self acceptance// accurate/balanced

Arrogance

Imposter syndrome



Under/overinflated balloons
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View of Self OPTION 3







Imposter

Accurate

Arrogant





From deinflated to overinflated





Self acceptance// accurate/balanced

Arrogance

Imposter syndrome



Under/overinflated balloons
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		   You may be falling into arrogance if you:		

		brag a lot
don’t listen to others
demean or blame others when 
things go wrong
are not open to feedback		don’t give credit to others 
interrupt and talk over others
have many relationships that feel superficial
need continual validation from others










How to Spot Arrogance



Confidence emerges from an accurate self-assessment; arrogance from a faulty one.  

“There’s a thin line between confidence and arrogance. It’s called humility. Confidence smiles. Arrogance smirks.” 

~ Unknown





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Best Vacation Ever!
Not Just What. How.



What did you notice in your small group conversation?

What supported consensus and collaboration? What got in the way?

Were there any examples of authentic, inclusive, or connected leadership behaviors? What were they?

With your group, spend 5 minutes talking about HOW you came to your decision.
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Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome

How can we diminish its power?









BE GROUNDED





BE REALISTIC

BE 
PATIENT

Recognize and right-size unrealistic standards of competence you may have, realizing their cost to you and others. 

Trust what you DO know rather than focusing only on what you don’t.

Track and measure what you have done well.

Consider and list both positive and negative “what ifs” to maintain balance in perspective. (Consider what could go right, not just what could go wrong.)

Breathe and get grounded. Use mindfulness and breath awareness techniques.

Get your body involved! (Engage in expansive power poses à la Amy Cuddy.)

Appreciate the depth that comes from apprenticeship, the learning that emerges from mistakes, rather than aiming for overnight success.

Notice and break any repeated patterns of wanting more education or experience before acting.







Personal Antidotes to 
the Imposter Syndrome

How can we diminish its power?









BE 
FUTURE-FOCUSED





BE
POSITIVE

BE 
SUPPORTED

Dispute negative thinking.

Build positive emotions, especially optimism and hope.

Use positive self-talk.

Adopt a growth (rather than fixed) mindset. (Focus on what you are learning or could learn. Remember, we are all always a work in progress.)

Make visualizing success a habit.

Acknowledge the areas where you could use some support.

Ask for what you need.

Expand your network to include those “who have gone before” you in similar situations or who know more than you do.

Consider how culture and setting may need adjustments and take action to make systemic changes.















Arrogant or Confident?

“There’s a thin line between confidence and arrogance. 
It’s called humility. Confidence smiles. Arrogance smirks.” 

~ Unknown









What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Strategic Networking:
Getting & Giving

Networks should be mutually beneficial and interesting. 







CHART

WHAT I NEED TO GET

WHAT I HAVE TO GIVE

What difference do I want to make through and with my network?









What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Strategic Networking:
Getting & Giving ORIGINAL

WHAT I NEED TO GET





Introduce to others

Provide original ideas

Share specific data

Support others’ ideas

Provide research

Help others brainstorm

Listen to others

Volunteer help

Increase others’ networks

Reduce others’ workloads

Offer feedback

Offer appreciation

Recommend to others

Provide information

Share Expertise

Other

WHAT I HAVE TO GIVE

Get straight feedback on:

Learn a specific skill like:

Hear about opportunities such as:

Get information about:

Get help with an idea like:

Demonstrate a strength like:

Get a specific job like

Gain visibility with:

Find new contacts that can:

Other: 

I want to:

I can:





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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But I Hate Networking!



Remember that the relationship comes first. Drop all expectations.

Focus on people who share something in common with you.

Be relaxed. Approach new contacts with the ease of meeting with a friend.

Leverage technology. Reach out via social networks like LinkedIn. 

Look for opportunities to contribute your talents and expertise.

Be confident, knowing you have something to offer.

Be curious. Ask thoughtful, intriguing questions.

Thank them. Stay in touch. Stay top-of-mind.

Be consistent.











Tips for Networking with Ease



Source: Adapted from 6 Networking Tips When You Don’t Have a Big Network, Jamie Carlstedt, 2020







Contributions come from all

Everyone’s contributions are welcomed and respected



Diverse contributions are welcomed and respected



Everyone contributes and welcomes contributions and respect others’ input













What does it mean to have an inclusive culture?

Safe

Belong

Top cover, boss believes in ne

Ppl are working on their unconscious bias, trying to stop microaggressions from happening





Belonging

Microaggressions

Unconscious bias

Safety



What are the qualities of an inclusive culture?
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Best Vacation Ever!



Be ready to present to the full group the following:

Your location choice

Your reason for choosing that location.



You will have 20 minutes to complete your task.

With your group, come to agreement on the best vacation spot to visit 
in the world. Assume borders are open and the pandemic is under control.
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Best Vacation Ever!



Be ready to present to the full group the following:

Your location choice

Your reason for choosing that location.



You will have 20 minutes to complete your task.

With your group, come to agreement on the best vacation spot to visit 
in the world. Assume borders are open and the pandemic is under control.
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Be ready to present to the full group the following:

Your location choice

Your reason for choosing that location.


You will have 20 minutes to complete your task.











Best Vacation Ever!

With your group, come to agreement on the best vacation spot to visit 
in the world. Assume borders are open and the pandemic is under control.
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Getting to Know You
Partner Activity



One aspect of my background or identity that helps me be a good leader is: ____________________. 



My proudest leadership moment was: ____________________.

With your partner(s), complete the following sentences:







FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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Personality Types















Myers-Briggs

Dimensions of Personality









Key questions for personality assessment:



What are my leanings?:



How do I make decisions?

Do I take or avoid risks?

How do I communicate?

Do I tend to be optimistic or pessimistic?**

Am I proactive or reactive?





How do these leanings affect my leadership// me as a leader?
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Assessing Your Individual Style



© Aperian Global
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Je/desto

The more self-aware you are, the more other-aware you can be

The more you accept yourself, the more space you can make for others

The more authentic you are with self and others, the more you invite and enable authenticity from those around you



PICTURE







Je/desto

Authentic and inclusive leaders need to be connected leaders!



Authentic and inclusive leaders need others in order to:

be able to understand themselves.

be effective in their work

fill gaps when needed

serve a broader audience through a strong network

Authentic and inclusive leaders need others to be effective in their work.// must rely on others to fill gaps when needed.

Authentic and inclusive leaders can serve a broader audience through a strong network.

Need others to serve a broader…….















Imposter Syndrome Strategies



BE AWARE

What are my non-negotiable values?

What is my communication style?

What are my strengths?

What are my weaknesses?

What do I need:

To make decisions?

To take risks?

To change?

To recharge?



How can we diminish its power?















Authoring My Leadership









How Others See Me:

What do others perceive are my:

Values?

Style?

Strengths/Weaknesses?

Motivations?

Social Skills?



How I See Me:

What are my non-negotiable values?

What is my communication style?

What are my strengths?

What are my weaknesses?

What do I need:

To make decisions?

To take risks?

To change?

To recharge?





Leadership Begins with and Emerges from Self-Awareness









Authoring My Leadership







What are my tendencies with :

decisions

risks

change

Work/life balance

Optimism/pessimism

Proactivity/reactivity

Extroversion/introversion















What are my leanings?

?



How do I make decisions?

Do I take or avoid risks?

How do I communicate?

Do I tend to be optimistic or pessimistic?

Am I proactive or reactive?

…





Key questions for personality assessment:



What are my leanings?:



How do I make decisions?

Do I take or avoid risks?

How do I communicate?

Do I tend to be optimistic or pessimistic?**

Am I proactive or reactive?





How do these leanings affect my leadership// me as a leader?
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Levels of Inclusive Leadership





ORGANIZATIONAL

INTERPERSONAL

PERSONAL
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YOU

























My Professional Network
Mind Map Activity















YOU

















My Professional Network
Mind Map Activity















YOU











My Professional Network
Mind Map Activity







Authoring My Leadership







Non-negotiable Values

Communication/Work Style

Strengths/Weaknesses

Motivations

Professional Competencies

Social Skills

Social and Cultural Identity

Personality Traits

Leanings & Tendencies







Leadership Begins with and Emerges from Self-Awareness

How Others See Me:

How I see myself



















5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected











What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Possible quote about networking /expanding your network being an ongoing process??



Review and update your plan periodically.











Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.

















What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Networking Canvas - Original

		PERSONAL GROWTH
People who advise you in your private life and help get you through those negative periods in your life.		PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
People who help you develop professionally; those who give you a sense of value and purpose		OPPORTUNITIES
People who can activate new work opportunities for you

		WELLBEING
People who help you balance your private and personal lives, engaging you in activities beyond your work (sports, hobbies, arts, causes, religion, etc.)		PROFESSIONAL ENERGY
People who strengthen you, give you energy, and support you emotionally through those bad times at work. Those who help you get back on track		INFLUENCE
Well-connected people who help you to gain influence and legitimacy. Those who will help introduce you in certain contexts or hubs of influence.

		NEGATIVITY
Toxic Individuals who affect your emotions negatively and who cause you stress and cause you to waste time, but who may sometimes provide useful learning opportunities.		FUTURE
People who are a source of fresh ideas and trends and who inspire your professional innovation.		INSIGHTS
People that give you valuable information about the market you are in or give you feedback on your key projects.



PERSONAL

CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES

WELLBEING

BOOST

LEARN
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To Be Your Authentic Self 
as a Leader

Raise up / put forth your true self

With your partner, answer the questions:









Put down/reject negative thinking like imp synd







FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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To Be Your Authentic Self 

Leverage our talents in a thoughtful and strategic way to produce meaningful impact

With your partner, answer the questions:





Recognize and mitigate blocks to our effectiveness, especially internal blocks that can stop us in our tracks





TALENTS

BLOCKS

As authentic leaders, we:





FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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To Be Your Authentic Self 

Leverage our talents in a thoughtful and strategic way to produce meaningful impact

With your partner, answer the questions:





Recognize and mitigate blocks to our effectiveness, especially internal blocks that can stop us in our tracks





TALENTS

BLOCKS

As authentic leaders, we:





FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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Guidelines for 
Authentic Leadership



TEXT

Guidelines for being authentic

Be aware of who you are and what your talents are

Clarify your non-negotiable values

Overcome obstacles like imposter syndrome
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Imposter Syndrome



TRANSITION SLIDE

Bringing our talents to work// applying our talents

Being thoughtful and strategic as leaders about how we’re going to do that so that we can make a difference

And sometimes, there are blocks, things that can get in our way, both internal and external

Internal ones can stop us in our tracks











Bringing our talents to work// applying our talents

Being thoughtful and strategic as leaders about how we’re going to do that so that we can make a difference

And sometimes, there are blocks, things that can get in our way, both internal and external

Internal ones can stop us in our tracks



One of the most poisonous internal barriers/blocks is the imposter syndrome





As leaders, we need to think about how to bring/apply our talents at work

We have to be on the lookout for blockages, both internal and external

Especially the imposter syndrome



Be on the lookout for blocks, especially internal, over which we have control
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AGENDA









Welcome & Intros 





2





What is Leadership?





3





4





1





What We Need from Leaders





Authentic Leadership





5





Inclusive Leadership





6





Connected Leadership





Case Study #1



At the end of a public presentation, the highest-ranking person in the room approached the experienced presenter and said, “Wow. It’s so good that someone your age is doing things like this. It must keep you young.”

 

What would you do if you were the presenter? If you were a witness?









Case Study #2



During a meeting, Pat – who rarely speaks during meetings – began to share details about a report she had read that morning when Dan jumped in and made a relevant and interesting point and then continued to give additional details about his point.

 

What would you do?

Does Pat’s gender identity change your answer?







Case Study #3



A Chinese colleague of yours, Qi, approached you privately and shared that she is feeling uncertain about whether she is in the right job, explaining that no one interacts with her or asks for her input in Zoom meetings. She’s worried that her accent may be a problem.

 

What would you do?









– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Inclusive Leadership Case Study #3









CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Inclusive Leadership Case Study #2











CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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Operationalizing Your 
Inclusive Leadership



Steps to discover your inclusive leadership:

Focus on internal dynamics (personal), interactions and relationships (interpersonal), AND systems and processes (organizational).

Get real. Acknowledge real problems, set real goals, and deliver real consequences (like Janet Stovall).

Work to recognize unconscious bias and its impact at work – and to dismantle it.

Identify blatant and subtle acts of exclusion and take steps to eliminate them.

Engage in conversations for understanding with people who are different from you.

Extend grace, rather than assuming negative intent.

Be humble. 

Ask questions to get other’s input and to learn about them. Listen to the answers.

Invite and welcome diverse others into projects, pushing beyond your comfort zone in order to extend your network, creativity, and impact. 













What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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– Jennifer Brown in How to Be an Inclusive Leader: Your Role in Creating Cultures of Belonging Where Everyone Can Thrive





Levels of Inclusive Leadership





ORGANIZATIONAL

INTERPERSONAL

PERSONAL







CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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AUTHENTIC, INCLUSIVE,& CONNECTED 
Leadership Commitments









What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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AUTHENTIC, INCLUSIVE,& CONNECTED 
Leadership Commitments











What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Operationalizing Your 
Authentic Leadership



Steps to discover your authentic leadership:

Take time to learn from your life story.

Know your authentic self.

Practice your values and principles.

Balance your intrinsic and extrinsic motivations.

Build your support team.

Integrate your life by staying grounded.

Empower others to lead.



Source:  Discovering Your Authentic Leadership by Bill George, Peter Sims, Andrew McLean, and Diana Mayer, Harvard Business Review, February 2007.









What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Action Items for your



INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP

Focus on internal dynamics (personal), interactions and relationships (interpersonal), AND systems and processes (organizational).

Get real. Acknowledge real problems, set real goals, and deliver real consequences (like Janet Stovall).

Work to recognize unconscious bias and its impact at work – and to dismantle it.

Identify blatant and subtle acts of exclusion and take steps to eliminate them.

Engage in conversations for understanding with people who are different from you.

Extend grace, rather than assuming negative intent.

Be humble. 

Ask questions to get other’s input and to learn about them. Listen to the answers.

Invite and welcome diverse others into projects, pushing beyond your comfort zone in order to extend your network, creativity, and impact. 





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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THE PERFECTIONIST

THE NATURAL GENIUS

THE RUGGED INDIVIDUALIST

THE EXPERT

THE SUPERWOMAN/MAN





Imposter Syndrome Beliefs





Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/diamond_3571347

Diamond



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/brain_4925385?term=brain&page=4&position=63&page=4&position=63&related_id=4925385&origin=search

Brain



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/hand_1649805

Finger 



https://www.flaticon.com/premium-icon/graduation-cap_3074058

Grad cap



https://www.flaticon.com/free-icon/super_1152917

superman
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Imposter Syndrome Beliefs



How does it show up?

The Perfectionist –a focus on HOW something is done with precise right and wrong ways of doing things; need the A+ (not the A) and may feel shame if unsuccessful (unlike non-perfectionists who feel okay about themselves if they do not succeed even if disappointed)



The Natural Genius – a fixed mindset that sees intelligence and ability as innate (not develop-able). When success does not come with ease and quickly, you are at risk of being a fraud. 



The Rugged Individualist – a belief that the only competence that matters is the result of solo, unaided achievement, that one should not need help. Burnout and exhaustion are a common result. 



The Expert – a belief that you must be a master or expert before moving forward, a focus on how much knowledge or skill you have coupled with a belief that you can never have enough.  



The Superwoman/Man – the belief that you should be able to juggle multiple demands simultaneously and masterfully with a focus on how many things you can handle at once. 















Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves
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INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP

Authentic leadership means:





You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.















5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected





Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story, (your leadership “brand”), and invite ongoing story development.

1





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected









Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story, (your leadership “brand”), and invite ongoing story development.

1





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected











See, value, learn from, and honor others.

3





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected













4

Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected













5

Contribute yourself generously, including the gifts of your imperfections.





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.













What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.
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Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.
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Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.
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Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.
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Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.
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AUTHENTIC
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AUTHENTIC





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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AUTHENTIC
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AUTHENTIC
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AUTHENTIC
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Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.
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AUTHENTIC
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AUTHENTIC
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AUTHENTIC
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Forms of the Imposter Syndrome

How does it show up?









The Perfectionist – a focus on HOW something is done with precise right and wrong ways of doing things; need the A+ (not the A) and may feel shame if unsuccessful (unlike non-perfectionists who feel okay about themselves if they do not succeed even if disappointed)



THE PERFECTIONIST







Forms of the Imposter Syndrome



How does it show up?

The Perfectionist –a focus on HOW something is done with precise right and wrong ways of doing things; need the A+ (not the A) and may feel shame if unsuccessful (unlike non-perfectionists who feel okay about themselves if they do not succeed even if disappointed)



The Natural Genius – a fixed mindset that sees intelligence and ability as innate (not develop-able). When success does not come with ease and quickly, you are at risk of being a fraud. 



The Rugged Individualist – a belief that the only competence that matters is the result of solo, unaided achievement, that one should not need help. Burnout and exhaustion are a common result. 



The Expert – a belief that you must be a master or expert before moving forward, a focus on how much knowledge or skill you have coupled with a belief that you can never have enough.  



The Superwoman/Man – the belief that you should be able to juggle multiple demands simultaneously and masterfully with a focus on how many things you can handle at once. 
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Mind Map: Partner Activity



With your partner, answer the questions:

Which aspects of my identity are figural or important for me? 

Which ones are missed? 

How can I bring those important aspects of identity forward if I want to? 

How can I make space for others to show up more fully?







Imposter Syndrome Beliefs

How does it show up?









The Perfectionist – a focus on HOW something is done with precise right and wrong ways of doing things; need the A+ (not the A) and may feel shame if unsuccessful (unlike non-perfectionists who feel okay about themselves if they do not succeed even if disappointed)



THE PERFECTIONIST







Imposter Syndrome Beliefs
Self-Reflection Activity



Which of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, 
if anything?



Take a moment to personally reflect on the questions:



















Causes, beliefs, 

Where do you recognize yourself?

Which apply to you? Which belief have you fallen into? 

Where do you see yourself?

Which belief(s) // of these belief patterns have I fallen into?

What impact have those beliefs had on me and my effectiveness?

// What has the cost of those beliefs been to me and my effectiveness?

What have I done to mitigate the power and impact of these beliefs, if anything?



Apply it to themselves
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Common Reactions to the 
Imposter Syndrome

“No leader is perfect.  The best ones don’t try to be—they concentrate on their strengths and find others who can make up for their limitations.”  





-- “In Praise of the Incomplete Leader” 
by Deborah Ancona, Thomas Malone, HBR





CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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Imposter Syndrome







“No leader is perfect.  
The best ones don’t try to be—they concentrate on their strengths and find others who can make up for their limitations.”  

-- “In Praise of the Incomplete Leader” 
by Deborah Ancona, Thomas Malone, HBR









CUT:



Get more training and education. Then more.  And more.
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AGENDA







Welcome & Intros 





2





What is Leadership?





3





4





1





What We Need from Leaders





Authentic Leadership





5





S





6





I







Let’s get to know each other





What is your name?

What is your job?

What is one word that describes the leader you are?







Getting to Know You: Partner Activity



With your partner(s), complete the following sentence starters:

One aspect of my background or identity that helps me be a good leader is: ____________________. 



My proudest leadership moment was: ____________________.







Characteristics of an Effective Leader



What is the best “leadership” you have experienced?


Think about a person you consider to be an outstanding leader, no matter what their position or title. 


What made them a great leader?

Which of their key traits stood out to you?

What did they do to demonstrate strong leadership?







What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?



What 



Which of their key traits or characteristics stood out to you?



What characteristics do they have

What actions did they take





What key traits of theirs come to mind?

What did they do that seemed different from others that stood out to you?
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Group Exercise: 
What We Need from Leaders - Part 1



With your group, answer the question:

What does today’s work force expect and need from leaders? What do you need from your leaders? 







3-5 needs of leaders in the left hand column

NEEDS / STRATEGIES
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Group Exercise: 
What We Need from Leaders - Part 2



With your group, answer the question:

How can today’s leaders provide what others’ need, those needs that are on your list? 



With your group, identify at least one strategy that could be used for each need on the list you just received.







What We Need from Leaders
Group Activity



Make a list:

What does today’s work force expect and need 
from leaders? What do you need from your leaders? 



2) identify at least one strategy that could be used for each need on the list you just received. 

How can today’s leaders provide what others’ need, those needs that are on your list? 

With your group, complete the following chart:







FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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5 keys

13. 5 KEYS TO BEING AUTHENTIC, INCLUSIVE, AND CONNECTED:



1.	Courageously know, be, and “do” you. (Own your story, your leadership “brand,” and invite ongoing story development.)

2.	Give yourself permission to be imperfect and mortal, rather than allowing “imposter” concerns and distractions to pull you off your course.

3.	See, value, learn from, and honor others.

4.	Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.

5.	Contribute yourself generously, including the gifts of your imperfections.















AUTHENTIC





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.











What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership means:


You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.
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Authoring My Leadership









How Others See Me:

What do others perceive are my:

Values?

Style?

Strengths/Weaknesses?

Motivations?

Social Skills?



How I See Me:

What are my non-negotiable values?

What is my communication style?

What are my strengths?

What are my weaknesses?

What do I need:

To make decisions?

To take risks?

To change?

To recharge?



Leadership Begins with and Emerges from Self-Awareness









Authoring My Leadership

Leadership Begins with and Emerges from Self-Awareness









How I See Me:

What are my non-negotiable values?

What is my communication style?

What are my strengths?

What are my weaknesses?

What do I need:

To make decisions?

To take risks?

To change?

To recharge?





How Others See Me:

What do others perceive are my:

Values?

Style?

Strengths/Weaknesses?

Motivations?

Social Skills?









Authoring My Leadership





How Others See Me:

What do others perceive are my:

Values?

Style?

Strengths/Weaknesses?

Motivations?

Social Skills?



How I See Me:

What are my non-negotiable values?

What is my communication style?

What are my strengths?

What are my weaknesses?

What do I need:

To make decisions?

To take risks?

To change?

To recharge?



Leadership Begins with and Emerges from Self-Awareness









Dimensions of Personality



Extroversion/Introversion

Sensing/Intuiting

Thinking/Feeling

Judging/Perceiving



Source: MBTI









Key questions for personality assessment:



What are my leanings?:



How do I make decisions?

Do I take or avoid risks?

How do I communicate?

Do I tend to be optimistic or pessimistic?**

Am I proactive or reactive?
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Text



What makes 
a “self”?

Social and cultural identities 

Cultures within which 
you work and live

Personality traits
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Imposter Syndrome



The imposter syndrome is fueled by limiting beliefs.

“If it’s not 100% perfect, it’s a total failure.”

“I should be able to take care of everything by myself.”

“I don’t know enough about the topic and will never master it.”

“I should be able manage all of my priorities at all times.”

“I wasn’t born smart, and I’ll never be.” 









“I wasn’t born with intelligence, so I’ll never make it.”
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected













1

2

3

4

5

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story, (your leadership “brand”), and invite ongoing story development.

Give yourself permission to be imperfect and mortal, rather than 
allowing “imposter” concerns and distractions to pull you off your course.

See, value, learn from, and honor others.

Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story, (your leadership “brand”), and invite ongoing story development.





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected













1

2

3

4

5

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story, (your leadership “brand”), and invite ongoing story development.

Give yourself permission to be imperfect and mortal, rather than 
allowing “imposter” concerns and distractions to pull you off your course.

See, value, learn from, and honor others.

Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story, (your leadership “brand”), and invite ongoing story development.





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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What We Need from Leaders
Group Activity

With your group, complete the following chart:



		NEEDS		STRATEGIES

		What does today’s workforce expect and need from leaders? What do you need from your leaders? 		How can today’s leaders provide what others need? Identify at least one strategy that could be used for each need on the list.

		1)		1)

		2)		2)

		3)		3)

		…		…







FOR INCLUSIVE SECTION???



How can I make space for others to show up more fully?
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MODULE 1

MODULE TITLE HERE







MODULE 1

FUNDAMENTALS OF BEING A LEADER: 

Authentic and Inclusive Leadership

Developing Strategic Relationships







LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Answer the question: “What does a leader do?” especially in the context of today’s complex and fast-changing world. 

• Differentiate between leadership and management, acknowledge where and to what extent you engage in both, and identify specific strategies you can use to enhance your leadership.

• Further answer the question:  “Who am I as a leader?” and recognize perspective shifts that occur when one moves into leadership roles.

• Answer the question: “What does it mean for me to be an authentic and inclusive leader?” and identify behaviors that you want to develop or change.

• Evaluate and expand your strategic relationships to include diverse colleagues and mentors to support your leadership goals, aspirations, and effectiveness.









LEARNING OBJECTIVES



• Answer the question: “What does a leader do?” especially in the context of today’s complex and fast-changing world. 

• Differentiate between leadership and management, acknowledge where and to what extent you engage in both, and identify specific strategies you can use to enhance your leadership.

• Further answer the question:  “Who am I as a leader?” and recognize perspective shifts that occur when one moves into leadership roles.

• Answer the question: “What does it mean for me to be an authentic and inclusive leader?” and identify behaviors that you want to develop or change.

• Evaluate and expand your strategic relationships to include diverse colleagues and mentors to support your leadership goals, aspirations, and effectiveness.







MODULE 1

AUTHENTIC, INCLUSIVE, & CONNECTED:

Fundamentals of Being a Leader









5 Keys to Being 
Authentic, Inclusive, & Connected



















1

2

3

4

5

Courageously know, be, and “do” you. Own your story, (your leadership “brand”), and invite ongoing story development.

Give yourself permission to be imperfect and mortal, rather than 
allowing “imposter” concerns and distractions to pull you off your course.

See, value, learn from, and honor others.

Expand your experience and your network beyond your comfort zone.

Contribute yourself generously, including the gifts of your imperfections.





What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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AUTHENTIC

LEADERSHIP
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AUTHENTIC

LEADERSHIP
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AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP

Authentic leadership means:





You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.



















INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP









What characteristics stood out to you as unique or different from others? // other leaders?
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AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP

Authentic leadership means:





You are the AUTHOR, the creator of the evolving leader you are.

You decide what you are here to contribute and why.

You operate primarily from a belief that you have something to share, rather than a worry that you have something to prove.

















CONNECTED LEADERSHIP

An inclusive leader is one who:

Takes a collaborative and facilitative approach, not command and control. 

Operates transparently rather than behind closed doors. 

Is culturally agile, not tied to their own worldview

Is able to fully embrace and leverage the vast diversity of today’s workforces

Can create a safe space, where people feel accepted and empowered to give the best of their talents.

Source:  Korn Ferry, The 5 Disciplines of Inclusive Leaders: Unleashing the Power of All of Us

































LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of our day and a half session, you will be able to answer the questions: 





What does it mean for me to be an authentic and inclusive leader?

What strategies can I use to enhance my leadership? 

How can I evaluate and expand my strategic relationships? 





















What does a leader do?

Who am I as a leader?
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CONNECTED LEADERSHIP
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